For Immediate Release

ZRG Partners Strengthens Insurance Practice
with the addition of Vaughan Marecki in Connecticut
Rochelle Park, New Jersey, USA (October 5, 2017) - ZRG Partners, recognized as the fastest growing search firm in the
Americas, has added Vaughan A. Marecki as a Managing Director and a member of the firms growing global Insurance
Practice.
Vaughan specializes in the insurance and financial services sectors and will work with the international team led by
David Greenfield, ZRG’s global practice head of insurance located in Hong Kong. Vaughan brings over 15 years of search
experience after a successful 20-year career in the insurance and investment sector. In 2005 he established
M Consulting Group, a boutique recruiting and business consulting firm focused on retirement and investment sectors
within insurance. The entire team at M Consulting will also join ZRG Partners so clients will experience seamless support
from the same team, but with a broader global footprint and unique Z score recruiting and data driven tools.
Larry Hartmann, CEO of ZRG related, “The Insurance market is a growing practice area with ZRG Partners that is truly
embracing our data driven approach to key hiring. In 2017, we are doing significant work in Asia Pacific and South
America with many leading global insurance brands and further expanding our U.S. Coverage team to provide additional
experienced resources in this sector is important. We will continue to invest in this market niche in the coming years.”
Vaughan commented, “ZRG brings a unique approach to hiring key talent that will resonate with my client base. ZRG is
delivering a data driven, integrated approach to underwriting talent decisions that is akin to how the industry thinks
about every aspect of insurance and investments. I am thrilled to be joining the firm with my existing team at this
exciting time of growth and expansion for ZRG Partners.”
About ZRG Partners
ZRG Partners is a progressive mid-sized global executive search firm that uses a proven, data-driven approach. For over
18 years, clients have trusted ZRG Partners to recruit top talent around the world. ZRG Partners is recognized as one of
the fastest growing executive search firms in the industry driven by the firm’s client focused, results driven approach
grounded in integrity.
Contact Information: vmarecki@zrgpartners.com or lhartmann@zrgpartners.com
www.zrgpartners.com

